
MrGrandpaDoge token, a new cryptocurrency
created in August 2021, is one of the fastest-
growing cryptocurrencies. GrandpaDoge is a
decentralized cryptocurrency that helps to
promote bitcoin as the safest and most reliable
crypto on the market and the world's future
currency. He believes bitcoin will be worth $1
million in two years.  GrandpaDoge is now a
speedier token thanks to Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) technology, with 1 Ox faster block times and a
lower gas charge.

MrGrandpaDoge is a decentralized future Currency built on Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) blockchain, one of the largest and safest
Blockchain protocols. Our team developed the community-driven
project, empowered the Bitcoin-loving community. GrandpaDoge is
revolutionizing the world. We aim to take cryptocurrency to new
heights. 
GrandpaDoge has been built with one purpose to build the best-
decentralized technology available to the world and make an equal
impact on humanity at the same time. We are more than just a
token; we are the future of decentralization and swapping in an
open-source environment, on modular frameworks, that is
censorship-resistant. MrGrandpaDoge is built to balance all aspects
of its protocol and achieve justifiable long-term growth with
deliberately developed tokenomics. We are providing transparency,
automatic liquidity pool, burning, and holding under our umbrella.
Our token is a community-driven cryptocurrency to provide all
facilities on a single platform.
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INTRODUCTION



We aspire to put “cryptocurrency in every

portfolio.” We envision a world where

wealth-building strategies that were once

only accessible to affluent individuals

become available to everyone, transferring

the power over our financial systems back

to the people. We are extremely resilient

and dedicated to offering a privacy-focused

and fully decentralized ecosystem on the

planet. Our vision is to build a decentralized

cryptocurrency exchange. 
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RMrGrandpaDoge is positioned for global

adoption with no limitations helping to earn a

handsome income through Holding and

maintaining their privacy, security, and

autonomy. We strive to create an ecosystem

based on sound monetary policies, with a

sound and solid decentralized foundation

expected with the GrandpaDoge platform. 
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REFLECTION
(Buy Back)

Liquidity Pool

Manual Burn

MrGrandPaDoge is a decentralized token on the Binance Smart chain
with 3 functions during each trade: Reflection, Liquidity pool (LP)
Acquisition and anti-whale features. These functions work together
to overcome messy problems caused by farming rewards and price
fluctuations nearing the Binance user sealing, and its growth is
unsustainable. We Distribute Bitcoin to all our holders every 60
minutes, which is 9% of all trades. There's also a buyback feature
that saves us from the dip. With this, we believe in making a good
income for all our holders.

MANUAL BURN assists in market corrections and stability of token
price. We also punish the whales who sell their assets for money by
taking 20% off them for selling. This will help us save the Community
from whales.

MrGrandPaDoge is here to serve the community, create job
opportunities, and ease the reward system to its Community.

Ecosystem



Liquidity providers receive LP tokens for providing liquidity.  Users pay fees for trading on
DEX, which is allocated to liquidity providers depending on the quantity of LP tokens or
percent share they own in the pool. LP may suffer a temporary loss due to providing
liquidity, and they may not get the same number of tokens back.

The GrandpaDoge TOKEN guarantees that token holders' assets are immediately taken and
locked for liquidity. The primary goal is to keep the holder informed about the
MrGrandpaDoge TOKEN  performance by avoiding whale dips used in a mass trade-off.

MRBTC TOKEN secret is Automatic LP. We have a function here that serves as a dual-
beneficial implementation for holders. To begin, the contract collects tokens from both
sellers and purchasers and adds them to the LP, establishing a stable price floor. Second,
the penalty serves as an arbitrage-resistant mechanism, ensuring that the volume of MRBTC
TOKEN remains safe as a reward for the holders. In principle, the additional LP provides
stability by adding the tax to the token's total liquidity, thus raising the token's overall LP
and maintaining the token's price floor. 

MRBTC Automatic generate LP ( Liquidity ) into the pool to make trading easier for all our
holders, which MRBTC take 2% into the pool, which is automatically locked.
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LIQUIDITY LOCKED



POWERING DATA FOR THE NEW EQUITY
BLOCKCHAIN



Buying and/or selling Bitcoin using a Bitcoin ATM can be broken down into two (2)
simple steps:
Step 1: Verify your identity: 
When a user first comes up to a machine, they must verify their identity. This can be
done in a variety of different ways, depending on the machine. Once confirmed, users
can proceed with the transaction.

Step 2: Decide to Buy or Sell: 
Once a user is logged in, they must decide whether or not they want to buy or sell
Bitcoin. To buy Bitcoin, a user feeds cash into the machine and then generates a QR code
from their cryptocurrency wallet on their mobile device, scanned to receive their
purchased Bitcoin.
To sell Bitcoin, a user sends Bitcoin from their digital wallet to the QR code provided by
the ATM. Depending on the machine, some Bitcoin ATMs will dispense cash to the user
immediately, while others may take a bit of time to process the transaction.

How Does BTC ATMs Work?

Verification of Identity

QR scanning

Deposit fiat cash

Transaction is completed
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2. Bitcoin mining rigs by Solar power
support
A "rig" is essentially a customized PC. It has all the common elements of a PC: CPU,
motherboard, RAM, and storage. Where things deviate from the norm is when it
comes to the graphics cards. The GPU is doing that hard work to mining
cryptocurrencies like BTC and not the CPU. You're going to need quite a powerful
GPU for mining, and likely you are going to be buying more than one. A lot more.
The mining rig is a relatively cheap PC with one or more high-performance GPUs
attached. You need to connect multiple graphics cards to a single system, which
means you also need a motherboard to handle that. You'll also be looking at more
than one power supply unit (PSU) if you're planning to push things to the extremes.
MRBTC provides you alternative energy by solar power systems (Solar Panels) and
building mining rigs for bitcoin mining. 

3. Bitcoin Mining bots

Attractive UI designs
Support Every (Multi) Wallet
Mining Easy with pool Top Mining
Deploy On Server
Software work on pc; – Windows, MAC, LINUX
BTC is ready to USE
Receive direct

Installation script
accept bitcoin
affiliates program
custom price payment Pay per membership
transactions info (see on Admin Panel)
admin panel (secured)
admin panel
Payments gateway
Referral system room
Dashboard for every miner
And so on, your functionalities are also welcome; I guarantee you good work.

We are providing a Bitcoin mining bot for security and malware protection.
Bot features

BENEFIT 
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4. Crypto mining with use alternative
power (solar, wind)
MRBTC hedge fund will support green mining bitcoin. Using alternative energy
sources like solar panels and windmills to mine bitcoin, the holder's Will receive
dividends of the profit. A percentage of the token's wallet will go towards investing
in mining bitcoin using alternative energy green energy.

W H I T E  P A P E R

Each quarter a random snapshot of all holders will take place at the start of the
quarter. A second snapshot will be taken toward the end of the quarter to ensure
that profits from the digital asset holdings are sent accordingly to long-term
holders. Profits will be airdropped in Binance Smart Chain(BSC). The profits will
come from the digital asset holdings bought with the treasury. Some assets will
be sold at a profit, indexed with token sets, and stabled for interest. The
percentage of the profits that will go to holders will be decided after we
integrate community members.
we’re going to reinvest the profit into liquidity or buyback to increase coin value
or invest in other projects that I think could be profitable
No idea should be a hedge fund; it doesn’t have to be necessary for the bitcoin
mining machines. Any secure investment could create profit, but we can reward
back to the holders and dividends just like a stock.

Holder Benefits



TOKEN DETAILS

Token Name--------------------------------MrGrandPaDoge

Symbol------------------------------------------------ MRBTC

Platform--------------------------------Binance smart chain

Type---------------------------------------------------BSC-20

Total Suppl------------------ 1.000.000.000.000.00 MRBTC

Circulating supply -----------1.000.000.000.000.00 MRBTC

Decimals ---------------------------------------------------- 9
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Tokens alocate for public sale
45%

Tokens alocate for private sale 
25%

Burn and Reserve
10%

Marketing & Token development
10%

Giveaways & Events
6%
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Token Distribution

Total supply = 1.000.000.000.000.00 MRBTC
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Asset Allocation

Our initial asset purchases will be growing cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin and
Ethereum. Purchasing these currencies at a low and redistributing profits back
to the MRBTC holders as they rise, month over month.

Our PORTFOLIO profile can expand into other cryptocurrencies that our
community believes have strong potential for growth with community
involvement and engagement.

Once we have a solid investment of currencies, MRBTC will invest with REITs
(Real Estate Investment Trust) companies. Measured by the MSCI U.S. REIT
Index, the five-year return of U.S. REITs was 15.76% in June 2020.

Todays Price- $44,000 
4 Year prediction $250K to $400K

Investing in real estate with REITs on
average has a return of 10-15%. Our focus
here will be to have a diversified MRBTC
with the goal also to develop a partnership
with Grant Cardone and Cardone Capital.
https://cardonecapital.com/about.html



The contract will not be renounce as it will hinder the functions of the project,
such as manual burns, fees adjustment as mentioned on page 1, and future
goals that would require ownership. Ownership renouncement will
commence once all stages of the project are complete. To counter any issues
regarding the legitimacy of the project and project stakeholders, the project
owner and all senior-level staff will be vetted by reputable Australian law.

Contract ownership

INITIAL SETUP & MARKETING FEES 

TYPE                                                                                                      COST (APPROX)
   
Customised Smart Contract Development                                                             $1900.00 
Website Development                                                                                                    $2500.00
Contract Audit (Post Launch – Solidity Finance)                                                   $1700.00 
Social Media (Reddit/Twitter/YouTube/Telegram – 7 Days)                        $4000.00
Poocoin Advertising (7 Days)                                                                                        $1050.00
Coinsniper (3 Days)                                                                                                          $1550.00

Minimum initial                                                                                                                 $12,700.00
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Telegram (Free and paid community advertising)
Twitter (Crypto influencers)
Youtube (Crypto influencers)
Reddit (Crypto subreddit inc CryptoMoonShot)
Facebook
Instagram
Snapchat
SEO Backlinks
Google Adsense
Medium
Bitcoin talk
Coin MrketCap
Coingeco
Coinsniper (Plus ad)
Lunarcrush
Delta
Coinhuts & others
Poocoin ads
Exchange Listing

Marketing Strategy

W H I T E  P A P E R



Grandpa Doge considers itself not a meme coin. Grandpa was developed as the first token to bridge
that gap. A token that interest-bearing assets will back. GrandpaDoge will change the way we invest for
our future. It will change the cryptocurrency world as we know it. A community-driven asset holding a
token that pays its profits back to the holders 3X to 10x

The profits from those investments will then be added into the Liquidity Pool by pairing those profits
with the remaining 35% of PTF in the investment wallet and added back into the Liquidity Pool. By
constantly adding to the Liquidity Pool, we strengthen the longevity and stability of the token. With
GrandpaDoge, the longer you hold, the longer you will earn because our acquired assets will continue
to pay any profits gained back into the tokens economy. We are also looking into long-term
investments that hold higher profit, such as green energy, Crypto mining, bitcoin atm in rural countries.
GrandpaDoge plans to build several functional technological products; as the bitcoin mining bot
project already developed, GrandpaDoge is just the beginning of a larger roadmap. You can get Bitcoin
ATM Card right on the website! Future development will include a mobile wallet, a specialized
exchange app, a mobile game paired with NFT & a private wallet. All of these pieces encapsulate the
essence of our vision to build a powerful ecosystem where investors safely and productively control
their own passive income. Grandpa Doge will bring hope and provide dependable solutions that will
benefit the entire market.

Why GrandpaDoge?
W H I T E  P A P E R

NO scammers

Extensive vetting and verification of all senior-level administrators involved in the
project.
Provide equity and create an even playing field for participation in the upcoming
launch to GrandpaDoge holders, such as implementing the dump deterrent function in
the smart contract. 

Most of us have experienced the pain of the notorious crypto scams. The amount of scam
coins being created in the DEFI space is at an all-time high, and investors are losing
millions of dollars in funds due to these scams. Grandpa dog brings assurances so that you
can begin the crypto healing process in safety. We have been fully doxxed by the dessert
finance audit. All team members have social media located on the website. To further
accomplish this, we have the following goals:

This model will benefit genuine holders and deter many dump groups allowing for
genuine growth and stability.



Many launchpad projects are being targeted by many pump &
dump groups and large token holders. They can manipulate or
ruin a project due to its volatility during the initial establishment
& growth. GrandpaDoge has created anti dump tax fee. This will
be used for marketing for the first six weeks of the project since
marketing is a key factor for success in a new crypto project.
This is to protect the investment of the genuine long term
holders that wish to see the project succeed. After the first six
weeks, 50% of that tax will go towards building the portfolio to
create 3x to yield 10x that be used to support LP with huge
buybacks, large influencers, Airdrops for loyal holders and for
more investments that can create 3x to 10x for more stability
than a traditional coin project. 

Dump deterrent
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COMMUNITY-DRIVEN

9% Bitcoin rewards,2% buyback & burn. 2% auto liquidity.
2% marketing. The 2% burn creates a deflationary
mechanism, and the 4% to liquidity keeps the value pushing
upward. 7% sales only on sales detergent s dumping. 50%
goes to MRBTC to 3x to 10x our LP for powerful buybacks.
And other 50% Give grandpa Doge a powerful marketing
budget. This is not a traditional mean Coin. It is designed to
be successful and to be stabilized even in a downward
crypto market. Grandpa Doge has the hype of a meme Coin,
but with strong fundamentals, case use and utility. This has
never been seen before! Backed by stable coins and
intangible investments. Giving it a hybrid approach with the
strengths of stable coins, stocks and deflationary tokens.



WHITE PAPER

ROADMAP

PHASE 1

PHASE 4
PHASE 2

PHASE 5PHASE 3

Concept development

Marketing push focused
on community Shilling
Website Launch
Code Audit
3000 Telegram Members
Meme Contest
Community Airdrop #1

Website and Whitepaper

launch Nft page
Marketing focused on
influencers and Community
shilling
MrGrandPaDoge Swap
Listing on coin Gecko
Listing on coin market cap
10,000 Telegram Members

Public token sale

Marketing focused on big
companies and sponsors
Listing on majot CEX

Tesla Giveaway
Doge everywhere
Lottery

500,000 coin holders

Public Token Sale Begins

Beta App User Testing



U S E  C A S E  
A N D

 U T I L I T Y
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A bitcoin ATM (also known as a BTM) is a machine that dispenses bitcoin in return for cash.
Some of these machines will also purchase bitcoin from you, dispensing cash in return.
Over 42,266 Crypto ATM’s machines in the US at the latest count is 60% of the world's Bitcoin
ATMs. In the world of cryptocurrency, this is no different from digital wallets and exchanges
to media sites and influencers; Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have taken the business
world by storm. One of the most interesting developments to come out of this craze is the
Bitcoin ATM. In this paper, MRBTC will be discussing what Bitcoin ATMs are and how they
work? And How our system is integrated with it?

Like traditional ATMs, a Bitcoin ATM is a portal through which users can engage in a financial
transaction. The difference here is that traditional ATMs allow users to withdraw and deposit
cash, whereas Bitcoin ATMs allow users to buy and sell Bitcoin using cash. While some of the
early versions of Bitcoin ATMs (and the majority of those in operation today) did not allow its
users to sell Bitcoin,  MRBTC ATMs allow users to buy Bitcoin using cash and sell Bitcoin for
cash safely and securely.
Bitcoin ATMs are comprised of a monitor, QR scanner, bill acceptor and dispenser. On the
backend, these components are tied together via software to make Bitcoin quick, easy, and
secure buying and selling.

B I T C O I N  A T M  M A C H I N E S1 .

https://www.coincloudatm.com/


Our Excellent Team

Joey Enrique Duque JR
CEO of $MRBTC

 
Business owner of DQ consulting, actor, stuntman, martial artist, 
 fitness, and influencer. He has an experience of 15 years of banking
and real estate. Joe served as Branch manager at sunny mortgage for
9 years. He specialized in e-commerce, Social media marketing,
website traffic, AdSense, and a crypto analyst.

Joseph Verdejo
Marketing

 
crypto investor, a fitness trainer and powerlifter with a
dream to pursue law enforcement.

Joshua Winsted
Communications manager of

moderators
 

Communications. Manager of moderators Youth pastor, law
officer and now full-time law student
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Jay Blackman
Promoter and Crypto Analyst

 
Singer, songwriter, and the voice of grandpaDoge

US veteran who served in the Marines

Isaiah Fadakinte
Lead Tech & Programmer & Team

member of friends Bros web dev. &
CEO of TechyTro Coin

 
He is only 21 years old and accomplished so much.  TechyTroCoin.
CEO - TechyTroCoin
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Thank you so much for your
appreciation 


